
Language Immersion and
Educational Travel Experts in Spain



Welcome to
Carlos V Education
We are an organization with more than ten years of 
experience, specialized in teaching different languages 
and promoting cultural, linguistic and work immersion both 
in Spain and abroad, for students and professionals from 
all over the world. Through a wide variety of programs, we 

are dedicated to promoting the educational and cultural 
values of Spain, providing language training to those seeking 
to improve their skills in order to access higher education or 
explore new job opportunities.
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to choose us
10 reasons 

Accredited excellence: Our centers are accredited 
by the Instituto Cervantes, TELC and Cambridge 
Examination Centers.1
A team of professionals in the best environment: 
Our team is made up of native teachers and we 
use modern tools to guarantee an ideal learning 
environment.

2
Exciting Activities: We offer activities and excursions 
designed to explore the cities and immerse you in the 
local culture.3
Agreements with Universities: We work closely with 
Spanish universities to open doors to new educational 
opportunities.4
Erasmus+: We facilitate Erasmus Plus alliances and 
coordinate internship programs for an enriching 
experience.5
Customized programs: We tailor our offerings for large 
groups of students throughout the year, including 
summer camps and cultural immersions.6
Value money: Our programs offer great value and 
receive high satisfaction ratings from our students.7
24/7 Support: As we provide an integral service that 
covers all phases of our students’ experience in Spain, 
we guarantee 24/7 assistance.8
Recognized Membership: We are members of the 
Spanish Federation of Schools of Spanish as a Foreign 
Language and the Association of Tourism Companies 
of Seville, which supports our quality and commitment.

9
Safe environment: The safety and security of our 
students is a priority for our organization. We create 
a safe learning environment in our schools, activities 
and excursions.

10



Programs & courses

summer programs
Linguistic and cultural immersion in Seville, Malaga, Madrid or other destinations.

professional development program for spanish 
teachers.
Summer immersion program for foreign Spanish teachers.

university foundation program
Preparation for the exams of specific competences required for admission to Spanish 
Public Universities.

faculty led university program
Academic and cultural immersion experience for university professors and their student 
groups.

academic spanish courses
Long or short courses designed for students who want to pursue higher education in 
Spain or join the Spanish labor market.

erasmus +
Internship program, training seminars or volunteer work combined with cultural and 
sports activities.

internships to teach english in spain
2-6 weeks teaching English at Spanish schools.

soccer school
Professional soccer training programs in Spain and immersion in the culture and 
language.

language courses
Foreign languages and Spanish courses for residents in Spain. English immersion 
programs abroad.

school trips
Linguistic and cultural immersion for school groups.



choose your
destination

enjoy the
experience



sevilla
Seville is a sunny city full of life and history. It is 
the third most visited city in Spain, after
Madrid and Barcelona.

Seville has many stories to tell and emblematic 
places to visit: the Real Alcázar, Plaza de 
España, Torre del Oro, the Cathedral, the 
Santa Cruz neighborhood, Triana and different 
palaces such as the Casa de Pilatos or the 
Palacio de Dueñas. All these places are full 
of color and history and surprise people of all 
ages, since Seville is unanimously considered 
one of the most beautiful cities in Spain.

The architectural beauty of its monuments, its 
more than 300 days of sunshine a year and 
its wide range of leisure activities make it an 
incomparable city.

Seville is the epicenter of our company and 
is home to our largest school, Idiomas Carlos 
V Sevilla, which opened in September 2014.

    We have been in different 
groups and we have been able to 
socialize with so many different 
people and discover new things.

-Francesca, 17
 Italy-
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malaga
Malaga is known not only for its rich cultural 
heritage, but also for its natural beauty and 
for being an essential coastal destination. 
Its beaches offer moments of tranquility, 
complemented by a gastronomic offer that 
stands out for its flavor. The city, with more 
than 300 days of sunshine a year, invites 
you to enjoy its lively nightlife, with bars, 
restaurants and cultural events.

Malaga is one of the most appreciated 
tourist destinations in Spain due to its 
beaches and unbeatable climate.

Our school Idiomas Carlos V Malaga 
offers a wide range of language courses 
and regularly hosts groups of students 
and teachers in cultural and professional 
programs.

     The Málaga team of 
Carlos V has been very welcoming.
We have truly felt at home.

-Carmine, 64 (teacher)
Italy-

“ “
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madrid
Madrid is the capital and largest city in 
Spain, and as such, its opportunities and 
leisure activities are endless. Madrid 
stands out not only for its frenetic urban 
life, but also for its rich cultural heritage 
and welcoming character. The heart of 
Spain is home to iconic landmarks such as 
the Royal Palace, Puerta del Sol and the 
Prado Museum, which immerse visitors in 
centuries of history and art.

Madrid is the place where everything is 
possible, offering a perfect blend of culture, 
fun and entertainment.

Our school Idiomas Carlos V Madrid is 
just a 15-minute walk from the Retiro Park, 
making it an ideal location to explore the 
city’s charms on foot.

     I am really enjoying it here. 
I am meeting friends from 
everywhere and its so fun…

-Theodore, 16
Austria-
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santander
Santander (Cantabria), in northern Spain, 
is a combination of green mountain 
scenery with white sandy beaches, elegant 
mansions and palatial architecture.

This coastal enclave is not only known for 
its beaches and port, but also for its rich 
history. The Magdalena Peninsula, with its 
palace and gardens, and the imposing 
cathedral, tell of centuries of cultural 
heritage. Santander’s gastronomy, with 
its emphasis on local produce and fresh 
seafood, adds a distinctive culinary touch 
to the experience.

This picturesque location is available in our 
faculty-led university program as well as in 
our summer programs.

             I really loved Spain 
and its architecture and culture, 
plenty of History.

-Caitlyn, 18
 United States-
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valencia
Valencia, a charming Mediterranean city, 
combines history and modernity. Its avant-
garde architecture, represented in the City 
of Arts and Sciences, blends with its historic 
streets and imposing cathedral. Paella, 
born here, delights the palate, and events 
such as Las Fallas fill the streets with color 
and excitement.

Valencia is the third most populous city in 
Spain, after Madrid and Barcelona. With its 
pleasant climate, the welcoming character 
of its people and its vibrant urban life, it 
proves to be a unique destination for those 
who discover it.

This location is also available in our summer 
programs.

“

       I’ve had a fantastic time, it’s 
a wonderful city. You can visit 
many places, walk around the 
center, I have done many things 
with my roommates.

-Jannis, 20 
Germany-

“



other
destinations

Discover with us the diversity and richness that Spain has to 
offer.

If your imagination takes you to other cities or destinations 
in Spain, let us know your preferences and we will design a 
customized itinerary for your group of students.

From north to south, through the heart of Spain, each city offers 
a unique and enriching perspective. We are here to adapt 
to your needs and ensure that each trip is an unforgettable 
educational experience.



Academic
Spanish courses
These Spanish courses are specially designed for foreign students who 
wish to study a university degree, a postgraduate master’s degree or a 
doctorate (Phd). The courses are recommended to guarantee success 
in accessing university studies or to prepare students to enter the Spanish
labor market.

The student will be able to obtain the official DELE certification of his or 
her level of Spanish once the course is finished, if desired, making the 
experience much more complete and interesting.

keyfacts
Ages
+ 16

Entry Requirement
A school report that identifies Spanish needs that can be met by 
this qualification and describes a student who is willing to learn and 
develop.

Language Requirement
No level required

Average class size
8 students per class

Hours per week
20 h per week

Duration
1, 2 or 3 trimesters of duration

Prepares a student for 
further academic study 
in Spain

Prepare for DELE or 
SIELE exams

Enjoy a range of 
activities and trips 
around Spain

MORE INFO PLAY VIDEO



The assistance and accompaniment in the administrative procedures of each student is free of charge. These administrative 
procedures are as follows:

Accomodation

Purchase a 
phone card

Insurance

Open a bank 
account

Transfer Airport

Accompaniment to 
immigration office

Enrollment in 
the university

Arrangement of all appointments 
in public administrations

Homologation
of diploma

Support with applications for 
all procedures

Administrative 
procedures

-Sohay, 24
Morocco-

     The class is wonderful, 
we learn a lot and we do a 
lot of cultural activities.

“ “

The program’s denomination:
ACADEMIC SPANISH PROGRAM (ASP)

Studies:
STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO FOLLOW A FULL-TIME COURSE
The program’s structure :
GENERAL SPANISH ELE 
SPECIFIC SPANISH 
EXAM DELE/SIELE PREPARATION

Qualification:
DELE / SIELE:  LEVEL B1/B2/C1
Level of the program:
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA/BACCALAUREATE/GRADE 12
VOCATIONAL TRAINING DIPLOMA
BACHELOR OR MASTER DEGREE

Awarding body
INSTITUTO CERVANTES 

ourservices



Summer
programs
we offer immersive summer programs for young 
students. These take place in July and August in 
Seville, Madrid and Malaga, with Spanish classes 
and a fun agenda of activities and cultural visits. 
Unforgettable weeks in which the students, of 
different nationalities, will enjoy themselves, learn 
Spanish, make unforgettable friendships and make 
the most of their vacation.

MORE INFO PLAY VIDEO

-Piper, 17
United States-

     My teacher makes it fun, 
easy to learn and I feel like I 
know a lot more.

“ “



Language classes

Native teachers

Possibility to certify your Spanish language level with 
the SIELE exam

Our accommodation options include double rooms 
with private bathrooms, as well as the option to stay 
with a family or in a student residence

All meals included: breakfast, lunch and dinner

Welcome dinner and farewell party

Flamenco workshop

24-hour telephone assistance

Daily activities

Coordinators from different countries

Students are always accompanied

One full day excursion per week

Medical insurance

The program includes



      I thought the classes were super 
interesting because It’s the first time I 
really learned Spanish from a native 
Spanish speaker.

Jack, 18
Massachusetts

“ “



SCHOOL TRIPS 
These trips are specially designed for schools with groups of students 
interested in this experience, who must always be accompanied by a 
teacher.

At Carlos V Education we create each itinerary with attention to detail, 
seeking to satisfy interests, objectives and schedules. No two trips are the 
same; we specialize in educational experiences that adapt to different 
teaching preferences.

As educators, we believe that learning transcends the classroom. Our 
dedication to creating memorable educational and cultural experiences 
defines each trip. It’s about capturing the essence of a destination, 
immersing ourselves in its culture and forming connections across borders.

MORE INFO PLAY VIDEO

Spanish classes (flexible).
Levels: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1

Cultural activities, trips and exciting excursions.

Integral services

Student Residence or homestay accommodation. 
Full Board



University
Foundation 
Program

We offer our students the opportunity to prepare for university 
admission in Spain.

The course is designed for foreign students who have completed 
their high school studies in their home country and who want to 
pass the university entrance exam, an exam that requires intense 
preparation.

-Mohammad ,  18 
Jordan-

     Spain offers many opportunities to study 
the university degree that you desire.“ “

MORE INFO PLAY VIDEO



The program and its qualification

Requirement to have passed the
baccalaureate in your country of 
origin

The program’s denomination:
UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION PROGRAM (UFP) 

Spanish language and literature

History of Spain

Mathematics II

Applied Mathematics

Spanish classes

Age: 16+

Starting in September (no previous level 
required) or in January (Spanish B1 
already acquired)

Business Economics

Geography

Chemistry

Biology

Technical drawing

Physics

Studies:
STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO FOLLOW A FULL-TIME COURSE

Accreditation

Qualification:
INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION CERTIFICATE

Level of the program:
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA/BACCALAUREATE/GRADE 12
Awarding body
IDIOMAS CARLOS V

Compulsory PCE subjects

Specific PCE subjects



Faculty-Led
University Program

With our Faculty-Led programs, we offer university professors and their groups of students the 
opportunity to immerse themselves in a unique and enriching educational experience.

We provide a space for them to teach their classes using our modern school facilities in Spain, 
in the cities of Seville, Malaga and Madrid. Our commitment is to provide an environment 
conducive to learning. Although we have a physical school in these cities, we adapt to the 
interests of the group and design educational programs anywhere in Spain, as we have 
agreements with different Spanish universities.

We tailor each program, allowing flexibility in the itinerary and length of stay. In addition to 
classes, we organize a full agenda of cultural visits and activities related to the students’ field 
of study.

MORE INFO

PLAY VIDEO



destinations...

...and others
seville malaga madrid valencia santander

Examples of courses:
Spanish gastronomy

Tourism
Health sciences
Agriculture
Architecture
History and local culture

The program includes
Transportation to and from the airport -Guidance 
and counseling

Accommodation in residence

Official university credits

On-site English-speaking advisor

Workshops

Cultural programs and guided tours

Orientation and advice

-Wei Kai ,  32 China-

  The School has a great 
experienced team in teaching. 
languages. 

“ “



Professional
Development
program
At Carlos V we offer immersive summer experiences for 
Spanish teachers whose objective is to discover the magic of 
Seville while enhancing their teaching skills.

This intensive training program is designed to provide practical 
tools and innovative strategies that can be applied directly 
in the classroom. It combines lectures on topics related to 
methods and strategies for teaching Spanish as a foreign 
language with an interesting program of cultural activities in 
the capital of Andalusia.

for spanish teachers

includes

Tour guides/monitors for all activities

Transfers to and from the airport

Accommodation for teachers in a single room 
with a private bathroom. Full board

Program of lectures on methods and tips for 
teaching  Spanish

2 ECTS for the Universidad Europea del Atlántico 
paying the corresponding fees

Program of cultural activities and Entrance to 
monuments

24/7 assistance and support

-Taylor , 
32 USA-

  The professors are super 
knowleagable and you all 
should come check it out. 

“ “



MORE INFO

PLAY VIDEO



      A reccommended training 
experience for students who 
pursue a future in language 
teaching.

Sam Ben, 34
UK

“ “



internships
to teach
english
in spain

Our internships offer students with an interest in teaching the 
opportunity to work with high school aged students who are 
learning English.

Our programs are from two to six weeks from June through 
August and give the student teacher the opportunity to gain 
valuable classroom experience as well as the opportunity 
to improve their Spanish as they immerse themselves in the 
Spanish culture.

Classes meet for three hours each day and there are also 
opportunities to join their students on cultural visits, workshops 
and excursions.

Student teachers will work hand in hand with our staff and 
have full access and training on all materials, audiovisual 
equipment, and carefully designed lesson plans as well as 
being encouraged to bring their own unique talents and ideas 
to the classroom.

The ideal candidate has an interest in both exposing 
themselves to new cultures as well as a practical interest in 
language acquisition.

includes

dates where

English Teaching 
Practice Full Room

and Board
Cultural and

Leisure Activities

JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST MADRID, MALAGA AND SEVILLE

Excursions Transfers

MORE INFO PLAY VIDEO



At Carlos V we have a long history of developing Erasmus+ programs. Since 2016 there have been numerous students and teachers who 
have trusted us, doing their internships,

workshops or visits in one of the more than 500 companies with which we have collaboration agreements. 
As a participant of our Erasmus+ Programs, you will have access to a wide variety of accommodations, from host family homes to student 
residences. Our team of professionals chooses and supervises the conditions of the accommodations and ensures that they are suitable 
to host our students.

The Erasmus+ Programs allow their participants, while doing their internships, to be introduced to the Spanish culture through a series of 
activities. Among them, cultural visits, flamenco shows, cooking workshops, or visits to the most emblematic places in the country.

Educational, professional, sports
and cultural programs in Spain

internship placement in spain

MORE INFO PLAY VIDEO







Language
Courses
In our language schools you will find a wide range of Spanish, English, German, French and Italian language courses 
designed for all types of students and their objectives. In addition to the accreditation of the Cervantes Institute, 
our centers have the Cambridge, Trinity and TELC certifications and are examination centers for people who wish 
to obtain official qualifications. We offer from intensive to annual courses, including those that support mobility 
programs for residents in Spain.  We also organize immersion school trips abroad for students enrolled in Spanish high 
schools and short-term Spanish courses for individuals staying in Spain for a limited period of time.

Our wide range of language courses includes a special Spanish program for foreigners living in the country.

ENGLISH

GERMAN

SPANISH

Languages Courses Programs

School Trips and Summer Immersion Programs in the UK, 
Ireland and US

Mobility Program Vamos Europa

Short term Spanish courses / Spanish for residents in Spain

Intensive and Anual

Intensive and Anual

Intensive and Anual

FRENCH Intensive and Anual

ITALIAN Intensive and Anual

PLAY VIDEOMORE INFO
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soccer
programs
We collaborate with various professional schools and football 
clubs in Spain to offer our students complementary training 
programs to language training.

We have a complete Soccer School Program to improve 
football skills focused on getting your Spanish language level 
better: Spanish classes combined with matches, workshops, 
activities and excursions.

MORE INFO PLAY VIDEO

Individual program by AST
A tailored program for players aiming to reach the 
next level, featuring a specialized team dedicated to 
maximizing player performance.From 1 to 10 months.

July High-Performance Camp
Immersion in Spain’s premier football experience with 
our high-performance camp in July. Intensive training 
sessions, exciting matches, visits to La Liga clubs, and a 
variety of activities for an unforgettable summer.

Stages by AST
With over 20 years collaborating with the world’s 
top clubs, AST organizes stays, tournaments, and full 
pre-seasons in different cities across Spain.

Soccer Training Camp by AST
Taking our academy worldwide, we offer weekly 
training plans where our coaches travel to your 
location, showcasing our unique methodology for 
comprehensive player development.



Student Residence or Host Family

All Meals Included: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinners

24/7 Telephone Assistance

Technical Kit

Visits to Spanish Football Clubs

Player Representation

Matches Against Local Teams

Healthcare Insurance

Spanish Cultural Workshops

Language Classes + Certification of Spanish 
Level (optional)

Individual/Group Transfers

Complementary Sports Activities

Our Soccer School Program may 
include the following services



www.carlosveducation.com | hola@carlosveducation.com
(+34) 910 051 111

COMMERCIAL OFFICE
35, Village Road; Suite 100

01949
Middleton Massachusetts - USA

HEADQUARTERS
Avda. Republica Argentina, 27B

41011
Seville - Spain

Federación Española de Centros 
de Enseñanza de Idiomas

Federación Española de Centros 
de Enseñanza de Idiomas


